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Instrument Corporation, New York, as a flexible and practical tool for solving ordinary

linear and nonlinear differential equations. In addition, the speaker illustrated the capa-

bilities of the machine components and showed the various techniques involved in solving

such representative problems as flutter, electron flow, automatic pilot design, Fourier

analysis, engine control, integral and boundary value equations. "An electronic storage

system" by E. W. Bivans and J. V. Harrington, Air Force Research Laboratories, Cam-

bridge, Mass., described the RCA Radechon (a barrier grid storage tube) which is being

used in a digital storage system. The secondary collector system is not used; instead, the

reading signals are measured at the back plate, the same electrode on which the write signals

are impressed. Deflection voltages are generated by a weighted addition of the plate voltages

of a binary counter. Read and write operations are asynchronous with a 12-/i sec minimum

time between operations. An application of the theory of correlation functions used in the

determination of the transfer functions of linear and nonlinear systems was presented next

by J. B. Wiesner and Y. W. Lee, M.I.T. In the paper, "Measurement and analysis of

noise in a fire-control radar" by R. H. Eisengrein, Sunstrand Machine Tool Company,

Rockford, Illinois, an "instantaneous subtraction" method of optically measuring radar

noise in order to analyze the unwanted portion of the signal return from an airborne target

was discussed. Finally, H. E. Singleton, M.I.T., described a new electronic correlator which

is capable of accepting inputs covering a wide frequency range and which evaluates correla-

tion functions for arguments from 0 to 0.1 seconds. In order to obtain a high degree of

accuracy and stability, the signals are sampled and converted to binary numbers, and the

storage and computation are carried out digitally.
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NOTES

116. On finding the square root of a complex number.—There are

two classical methods used for finding x and y in

(1) (a + bi)* = x + yi.

The first of these is based on DeMoivre's theorem. One computes in

succession

R = (a2 + b2)* d> = arctan (b/a)

x = R cos § (<*> + 2Kt)        y = R sin \'4> + 2Kt),        (K = 0, 1).

The second method is derived from purely algebraic considerations.

From (1) it follows that

(2) x* - y* - a,        2xy = b
R   =   ̂   + y*   =   (0*  +  ¿2)i

* = ± ((R + a)/2)*
(3) y = ± (CR - a)/2)K


